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Trade secrets and innovation

—“Firms that don’t protect their innovation risk losing much of the value they create. 
That’s why intellectual property protection (IPP) is a key component in the strategy 
of both established enterprises and early-stage startups.”

—“…studies show that when asked about their IPP strategies, both managers of 
large enterprises and entrepreneurs often respond that other tools are more 
important than patents. In particular, trade secrecy, where companies choose not 
to disclose information about their inventions, is considered an increasingly 
important defense strategy and source of competitive advantage.”

—How Trade Secrets Hurt Innovation, Harvard Business Review, (January, 2019)
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—“2022 saw substantial verdicts in trade secret actions across various industries.  “Most noteworthy was the verdict in 
Appian Corp. v. Pegasystems Inc., No. 2020-07216 (Va. Cir. Ct. Fairfax Cty. May 9, 2022), in which the jury awarded 
a staggering $2 billion in favor of plaintiff Appian for the misappropriation of trade secrets in violation of the Virginia 
Trade Secrets Act and Virginia Computer Crimes Act”.

—Versata Software Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., No. 2:15-cv-10628 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 26, 2022), in which the jury awarded 
Versata Software $105 million for its breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets claims against Ford…

—Coda Development SRO v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., No. 5:15-cv-1572 (N.D. Ohio Sept. 19, 2022), in which the 
jury awarded Coda Development $64 million for the misappropriation of trade secrets involving self-inflating tires 
after Coda Development and Goodyear had discussed a potential collaboration;

—Comet Technologies USA Inc. v. XP Power LLC, No. 20-cv-06408 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 23, 2022), in which Comet 
Technologies was awarded $40 million for the misappropriation of trade secrets related to the manufacture of 
semiconductor chips…

—Epic Systems Corp. v. Tata Consultancy Services, Ltd., No. 14-cv-748 (W.D. Wisc. July 1, 2022), in which Epic 
Systems was awarded $940 million for the misappropriation of its trade secrets. 

—Steven J. Pearlman, Lessons Learned From 2022’s Trade Secret Verdicts, 
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Trade Secret

—“A trade secret may consist of any formula, pattern, device, or 
compilation of information which is used in one's business, 
and which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage 
over competitors who do not know or use it.”

—R.I. Crain Limited v. Ashton and Ashton Press Manufacturing 
Company Limited, 1949 CanLII 111 (ON SC), affirmed 1949 
CanLII 81 (ON CA).

Definition
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—“A “trade secret”… should be understood as being a plan or process, tool, mechanism or 
compound which possesses” these four characteristics:

—the information must be secret in an absolute or relative sense (i.e. known only by one 
or a relatively small number of persons);

—the possessor of the information must demonstrate that he has acted with the intention 
to treat the information as secret;

—the information must be capable of industrial or commercial application;

—the possessor must have an interest (e.g. an economic interest) worthy of legal 
protection.

Merck Frosst Canada Ltd. v. Canada (Health), 2012 SCC 3.
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—Uniform Trade Secrets Act, define “trade secret” as:

—Information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program, 
device, method, technique, or process that:

—Derives independent economical value, actual, or potential, from 
not being generally known;

—Not being readily ascertainable by proper means by other persons 
who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and

—Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the 
circumstances to maintain its secrecy.
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—“trade secret means information that:

—is secret in the sense that it is not, as a body or in the precise 
configuration and assembly of its components, generally known among 
or readily accessible to persons within the circles that normally deal 
with the kind of information in question;

—has actual or potential commercial value because it is secret; and

—has been subject to reasonable steps under the circumstances, by the 
person lawfully in control of the information, to keep it secret;” USMCA.
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—“The class of matters capable of forming part of the information protected 
by the duty of confidence is boundless.” They can include: design 
information, secret processes of manufacturers, formulas, industrial know-
how, ideas of a scientific nature, processes resulting from R&D, research 
resulting in new products or which improve existing ones, costs including 
costs of production, prices, pricing strategies, and pricing data, marketing 
and selling strategies and plans, customer lists, plans for the development 
of new products, trial and error process of developing and manufacturing a 
new or improved product, compilations of information, recipes for food 
products.

—Sookman Computer, Internet ecommerce Law, Ch 4.
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—Computer hardware, software, methodologies, mathematical models and 
calculations, formulas, constants, procedures, statistical assumptions, 
algorithms, designs, drawings, specifications, schematics, block diagrams, 
knowledge of the trial and error process employed in the creation of 
computer programs, program architectures, organization, structure, 
design, logic and logical flow, methods of programming, file and data 
structures, layouts and names, protocols and command codes,  computer 
macros, computer related data, databases, functions of software, technical 
bulletins, training and instructional materials. 

—Sookman Computer, Internet ecommerce Law, Ch 4.
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Factors for determining if information is confidential information: 

1. The extent to which the information is known outside the owner’s business.

2. The extent to which it is known by employees and others involved in the owner’s business.

3. The extent of measures taken to guard the secrecy of the information.

4. The value of the information to the business and competitors.

5. The amount of money or effort expended in developing the information.

6. The ease or difficulty with which the information could be properly acquired or duplicated by 
others.

Pharand Ski Corp. v. Alberta, 1991 CanLII 5869 (AB QB).
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—Trade secrets are a subset of confidential information

—To be protected, confidential information must have the necessary quality of confidence about it:

—Something that is public property and public knowledge cannot be a trade secret.

—Burden in litigation is on owner of secret to establish secrecy:

—Known only to employees; or

—Reasonable steps taken to ensure secrecy is maintained.

—Information may be confidential even if parts have been previously published or capable of being 
ascertained as long as whole result is not known.

—Secrecy can still be maintained even in the face of partial disclosure as long as relative secrecy 
remains.

—Secrecy not lost if disclosure made in confidence.
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Tools for Innovation and Collaboration
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—EU Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO), Protecting Innovation Through trade Secrets and 
Patents: Determinants for European Firms (July 2017)

—Innovating firms often use both patents and trade secrets to protect their innovations.

—The use of trade secrets for protecting innovations is higher than the of use patents by 
most types of companies, in most economic sectors and in all Member States.

—Both trade secrets and patents are likely to be used in companies with internal R&D, with 
high innovation expenditure and when the innovation is new to the market. 

—Patents are more likely to be used (alone or in combination with trade secrets), when the 
innovative product is a physical good rather than a service. 
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Recommendations
—Should be general policy for all information that is not publicly available 

and is confidential.

—Can overlap with other protection including copyrights e.g. for software, 
technical designs, databases.

—Upsides and downsides e.g., no protection against reverse engineering or 
independent development, enforcement difficulties, 

—Where patents are available, they provide much better protection.

—Can blend protection; can be used before patent grant and for 
improvements or where patents will not be pursued.
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Eight Steps to secure trade secrets
WIPO Magazine
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Recommendations

—Need for comprehensive security policy that includes trade secret 
protections

—Policy must pervade all dealing with confidential information including by 
employees, third party access  and disclosures, and in all manner of 
agreements and relationships

—Must act as if the information is a trade secret including physical and 
logical security

—Need to address industrial/state sponsored espionage/hacking

—Apply generally accepted security standards and processes to establish 
reasonable steps standard
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—Restricting admission to areas where confidential information might 
inadvertently be disclosed; maintaining control over visitors; keeping 
offices locked when employees are not present; restricted access to 
computers containing secrets; applying confidentiality and 
proprietary legends; use of NDAs; warning employees not to 
disclose confidential information to outsiders; conducting exit 
interviews; distributing computer software in object form, and under 
licences; prohibiting reverse engineering; licensing not selling 
devices and materials containing proprietary information;  restricting 
access to source code on a need-to know only basis. 

—Sookman Computer, Internet ecommerce Law, Ch 4.
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Non-disclosure contracts and terms
—Typically, businesses will protect confidential information with contracts such as:

—non-disclosure agreements;

—employment agreements;

—contractor/subcontractor agreements;

—consulting agreements;

—manufacturing agreements;

—license and sale agreements;

—R&D and collaboration agreements;

—joint venture agreements;

—investors, shareholders, directors and advisory board members;

—M&A transactions;

—disclosures to governments and regulators.
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Non-disclosure terms
—What information is confidential e.g. marked as confidential and/or 

information that would reasonably be considered confidential.

—What information is not included e.g. already known to the party, generally 
known or public or becomes know or public (other than personal 
information), is independently developed.

—Purpose and use limitations.

—Prohibitions against disclosing confidential information without advance 
agreement.

—Length of confidentiality obligations.

—Residual information.

—Return/destruction/delete.
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Duties of Confidence

—Duties of confidence can arise out of particular relationships, even in the 
absence of an NDA e.g.,

—doctor/patient,

—partners,

—solicitor/client,

—banker/customer,

—employer/employee,

—fiduciary relationships.
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Circumstances importing an 
obligation of confidence
—“where information of commercial or industrial value is given 

on a business-like basis and with some avowed common 
object in mind, such as a joint venture or the manufacture of 
articles by one party for the other, I would regard the recipient 
as carrying a heavy burden if he seeks to repel a contention 
that he was bound by an obligation of confidence...” Coco v. 
A.N. Clark (Engineers) Ltd., [1969] R.P.C. 41.

—Considerations for disclosing and receiving parties.
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—“The law on this subject does not depend on any implied contract. It 
depends on the broad principle of equity that he who has received 
information in confidence shall not take unfair advantage of it. He must not 
make use of it to the prejudice of him who gave it without obtaining his 
consent. The principle is clear enough when the whole of the information is 
private. The difficulty arises when the information is in part public and in 
part private … When the information is mixed, being partly public and partly 
private, then the recipient must take special care to use only the material 
which is in the public domain. He should go to the public source and get it: 
or, at any rate, not be in a better position than if he had gone to the public 
source.” 

—Seager v. Copydex Ltd., [1967] 2 All E.R. 415 (C.A.).
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Action for breach of confidence
—To succeed in an action for breach of confidence:

—The information must have the necessary quality of confidence 
about it;

—it must have been imparted in circumstances importing an 
obligation of confidence (“reasonable man” test);

—there must be an unauthorized use of that information to the 
detriment of the party communicating it.

—Lac Minerals Ltd. v. International Corona Resources Ltd., 
[1989] 2 SCR 574.
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Action for breach of confidence

—“The equitable doctrine… potentially runs alongside a number of other 
causes of action for unauthorized use or disclosure of confidential 
information, including actions sounding in contract, tort and property law.  
In Lac Minerals, it was suggested that …:

—The foundation of action for breach of confidence does not rest solely 
on one of the traditional jurisdictional bases for action of contract, 
equity or property. The action is sui generis relying on all three to 
enforce the policy of the law that confidences be respected. 

—Cadbury Schweppes v. FBI Foods, [1999] 1 S.C.R. 142.
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—“misappropriation means the acquisition, use, or disclosure of a trade 
secret in a manner contrary to honest commercial practices, including the 
acquisition, use, or disclosure of a trade secret by a third party that knew, 
or had reason to know, that the trade secret was acquired in a manner 
contrary to honest commercial practices.” USMCA

— “manner contrary to honest commercial practices means at least 
practices such as breach of contract, breach of confidence, and 
inducement to breach, and includes the acquisition of undisclosed 
information by third parties that knew, or were grossly negligent in failing to 
know, that those practices were involved in the acquisition.” USMCA
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Misappropriation
—“Misappropriation does not include situations in which a person:

—reverse engineered an item lawfully obtained;

—independently discovered information claimed as a trade 
secret; or

—acquired the subject information from another person in a 
legitimate manner without an obligation of confidentiality or 
knowledge that the information was a trade secret;” USMCA.
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—Challenges with protecting information from misuse by departing 
employees esp, when they leave to compete or go to a direct competitor.

—Employees are entitled and expected to advance themselves by using 
skill and knowledge developed in the course of employment.

—Employees cannot steal or use the secrets of their former employer.

—Employee owes employer an obligation good faith and fidelity includes 
being faithful in dealing with employer’s property.

—Absent enforceable restrictive covenant, employee is entitled to compete 
with former employer.
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—However, employee cannot use confidential information to compete 
with former employer.

—Subjective vs. objective knowledge:

—Objective = information that can fairly be regarded as a separate 
part of the employee’s stock of knowledge which would 
reasonably be regarded to be the property of his old employer 
and not his own to do what he likes with à cannot be used;

—Subjective (know-how) = accumulated knowledge, skill and 
experience in a particular field à can be used.
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Rights and Duties of Employees

—Employment contracts can be used to help protect misuse of confidential information.

—Restrictive covenants will be enforced only if reasonable.

—Non-competition agreements are presumptively illegal:

—must be reasonable in terms of time and space;

—reasonably certain;

—go no further than necessary;

—not be injurious to the public.
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Non-competition agreements
—Ontario:

—67.2 (1) No employer shall enter into an employment contract or other 
agreement with an employee that is, or that includes, a non-compete 
agreement.

—“non-compete agreement” means an agreement, or any part of an agreement, 
between an employer and an employee that prohibits the employee from 
engaging in any business, work, occupation, profession, project or other 
activity that is in competition with the employer’s business after the 
employment relationship between the employee and the employer ends.

—Exceptions for sales of businesses and for certain executive positions.

—Non-solicit, NDAs?

—FTC proposal
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—Myriad types of licenses e.g. product, patents, confidential information, know-how, 
SAAS, 

—Field of use

—Exclusive/non-excusive

—License fee structure

—Confidentiality

—Prohibitions e.g. reverse engineering

—Term and termination

—What is disclosed to license
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Available Remedies

—Injunctive relief restraining disclosure

—Anton Piller order

—Damages

—Accounting of profits

—Constructive trust
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